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Wednesday 2nd December 2020
RE: December Update
Dear Parents and Carers,
I am writing to parents today, to share advice and guidance regarding the end of lockdown and clarify the current
situation in school.
As you are likely well aware, the national restrictions (lockdown) has ended today and London returns to Tier 2 (High
Alert) guidance. Those who were shielding are to be allowed to return to school/work and a range of shops and
hospitality venues can also re-open. We hope this will provide a welcome boost to all.
Please be mindful of the guidance that remains in place:
•
•
•
•
•

Hands : Face : Space remains the key message.
You may only meet indoors with people in your household, or those you have formed a support bubble with.
You may meet up to 6 people outdoors, (including in a garden or park) which includes children.
You should try to work from home if you can but school and childcare remain open to all pupils.
‘Christmas Bubble’ rules from 23rd to 27th December allow you to combine a maximum of 3 households
together, but you should only be part of one bubble throughout this period.

All London Boroughs are in the same tier, and restrictions continue to apply to households even if they travel to a
new location. Please visit: https://www.gov.uk/find-coronavirus-local-restrictions and input your postcode to find
out further information.

We are 13 weeks in to the school year and throughout we have had to carefully balance the twin priorities of health
and education. In this time, we have had 5 positive cases of Coronavirus linked to the school community but all
involved are well or improving. For each case we have acted swiftly, and always with the advice and guidance of our
key partners in H&F and Public Health. I appreciate that this has been a challenging time for all, particularly with the
uncertainty Covid-19 creates. However, your continued support and patience has helped us to remain open and I
thank you for your role in this. Pupils continue to attend extremely well given the circumstances and show us
through their actions each day how much they value their education.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch if you have any questions.
Kind Regards,

Mr Heapy
Interim Headteacher

